
Myanmar and Philippines – Country Clinics 

Myanmar  

1.What is the current status of IPs participation with UN-REDD progrmme activities in your country? 

-  IPs women and Leaders workshop supported by AIPP, and we invited people from UNREDD 

planning areas. 

- Findings from the workshops 

- 1) women knew that they will get benefit 20% from CF 

- 2) women could not link the women rights and the role of women in forest management 

- in national law, people cannot stay in forest protected and cannot do shifting cultivations, but 

land core groups are trying for that to be legally. 

- 92% of laws need to be amended 

- need to do discussion with IPs in the parliaments  

- stakeholders engagement and forest management also still needed  

- One of staff from FAO mentioned that they can help in preparing roadmap and they plan to 

have discussion with Ministry  of Environment and planning, forest and agriculture 

- Safeguards- released anti-corruption law already 

- Myanmar government does not have task force 

- Myanmar already done the national workshop related to REDD+ for two times  

 

2. What is the current capacity of IPs to fully and effectively participate in UNREDD programme 

activities in your country? 

- Approach to IPs leaders representatives in the parliaments  

- Providing awareness raising (organizing workshop, translating some materials to local 

languages) 

- UNREDD will help for roadmap will be next  4 to 6months 

- Before setting up roadmap, we should do stakeholders engagements first   

- One of our network WCS also plan to do REDD project in Naga communities , but they mostly 

focus on youth awareness raising 

- WB office is located in Yangon and they invited us to join FCPF program in Chiangmai on next 

month. 

Philippines 

Q1 and 2. 

- UNREDD program is very new and Ips org took part under forest management bureau. 

- UNREDD program is working with PNRSP and it is drafted by CSOs 

- Received half a million of UNREDD and  has done the role show about REDD+ 

- We did a research on national forest policy and traditional forest management system 



- Most remaining forests are dominant by IPs. 

- Engagement in community territorial mapping. 

- CSOs do FPIC in Philippines  

- FPIC process is manipulated by two companies. 

- more than 309 FPIC ,but the companies selected  

- organized regional workshop regarding to climate change in REDD(indentify strategies, 

……..distributed videos many countries) 

- Training related to culturally based approach , using different instruments to strengthen our 

identity 


